Choose the Word

Directions: Read each set of words. Circle the word that does NOT belong with the others.

1. picture     children     highlight
2. mystery     mighty     syllable
3. rhythm     gypsum     habitual
4. contribute     delight     lighten
5. tighten     tonight     picnic

Directions: Read each word. Choose the word from the word bank that has the same sound and spelling pattern as the target word and write it on the line.

Word Bank constrict     brightness     sympathy

6. picture  ________________
7. tighten  ________________
8. distribute  ________________
9. highway  ________________
10. syllable  ________________
11. mystery  ________________

Directions: Write a sentence using each of the following words: differ, syllable, tonight.

12. ______________________________________________________________________
    ______________________________________________________________________

13. ______________________________________________________________________
    ______________________________________________________________________

14. ______________________________________________________________________
    ______________________________________________________________________